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The major research themes in wireless communications are: Channel coding and iterative receiver techniques;
Space-time coding and MIMO techniques;.

A second focus has been the development of algorithms and standards to facilitate efficient and flexible access
to remotely located image and video. Photosensitive Polymer Optical Fibres and Gratings Polymer optical
fibre Bragg gratings are useful for strain sensor applications for large dynamic range. Telecommunications
allow you to understand and design the networks of today and tomorrow, where billions of users and terminals
will be increasingly connected and close to each other, with applications more and more pervasive and
personalized. Potential applications of the project outcomes are in future 4G cellular mobile networks. Major
research themes in the data networks include: Quantum coding for communications; Wireless sensor
networks; Security and trust; Greening the internet; and Networking for multimedia communications. Signal
processing methods for triaxial accelerometry In this project, models and analysis methods are developed for
automatically determining the type of terrain and gradient being traversed by a subject wearing a triaxial
accelerometer. Recently, there has been significant cross-pollination between these traditionally distinct
research areas. Because the role of Telecommunications is not only to enable connectivity voice and data
between users, but to also enable support services in practically all of the technological fields of modern life.
Multimedia Communication The School has also been very active in the development of efficient methods for
image and video communication over networks. This coding technique is the same that has been adopted for
3G and 4G cellular communications. Satellites and probes operating in such missions are controlled, receive
and transmit information arising from measurements and scientific observations at millions of kilometers
away. It requires a remarkable precision, but it offers immense economic and ecological advantages. This
Master combines the disciplines of information and health engineering with the goal of training researchers to
become experts in signal and data analysis tools, with special emphasis on their use on medical signals and
images. In this research project our aim is to develop innovative methods for energy reduction in Internet
routers. Multimedia applications are based on signal processing and information theory. It is limiting the
switching capacity router manufacturers can pack per unit space, and bloating operational expense for ISPs
due to higher electricity bills and cooling costs. Do you already hold a basic degree in Communication
Engineering and want to know why to continue with an MSc degree? Of particular interest is the development
of hydrogel-based electronics ink for conformal flexible displays, chiral co polymers for polarisation control
and manipulation of polarisation in optical fibres, self-assembly of polymer for photoreceptors pixels
definition in artificial retina and semiconducting polymers for artificial skin tactile sensors. It is hoped that an
improved understanding of natural systems would inspire novel technologies. One focus of this work is the
development of highly efficient and computationally tractable hybrid-ARQ protection strategies for scalably
compressed multi-media over lossy packet networks. Matching images in databases e. Considering that on
average each movie generates a flow of kilobit per second, about bytes are transmitted each day, i. Many of
the engineering and more specifically signal processing problems we face have been addressed in nature,
sometimes with astonishing degrees of specialisation and success. Networks for Environment Pollution
Monitoring Exposure to air pollution is known to increase the risk of cardiovascular and respiratory mortality,
and exacerbate conditions such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease COPD. The Spanish
Association of Engineers requires professionals, from companies in the telecommunications field major
manufacturers of telecommunications equipment or telephone service providers and from other companies,
institutions or organizations that need qualified personnel to design and maintain their own
telecommunications systems. This flexibility to meet student needs is seldom found in other distance learning
programs. This information is critical to the accurate determination of the energy expenditure of the subject,
which in turn has important applications in biomedical engineering and clinical medicine. Some of our
ongoing research projects are as follows: Image and Video Compression The School has been conducting
world-leading research in the area of compression of digital media. Our research will help gain an
understanding of urban air pollution distribution, as well as benefit individuals in understanding their personal
health risk index. In the United States, the California Public Utilities Commission lists among the essential
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public utility systems water, electricity, fuels, and Telecommunications. We are aiming to develop new router
architectures that employ more optics, optimise the use of components such as packet storage memories and
interface speeds, and integrate emerging standards such as Energy Efficient Ethernet. Image compression
algorithms such as JPEG are routinely used onboard any digital camera, but they are also used on satellites for
Earth observation equipped with scientific cameras. This can thoroughly exploit the space resource of
multiple-users and user cooperation diversity in wireless networks to largely improve the reliability, and
spectrum and power efficiency. Signal Processing for Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy This project
is a collaborative effort with a group from the department of Biochemistry at the University of Cambridge and
more recently with the Graduate School of Biomedical Engineering, and has the goal of investigating novel
approaches for the processing of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy data in order to enhance the
detection and study of biologically active compounds such as metabolites and heparin. Alongside, we are
developing tools that allow accurate estimation of personal exposure to air pollutants. One good example of
this is the interaction between channel coding for physical communications and cooperative network coding;
another is the interaction between channel coding, information theory and quantum communications. All this
is possible because of modern communication networks, which offer ubiquitous access to data and services,
and allow us to reach users in virtually every part of the world, at any time. One focus of this work is scalable
compression technologies, which generated embedded bit-streams whose subsets can simultaneously target
numerous resolutions, bit-rates and regions of interest. Important: Below is an example of the topics or areas
you may develop and work on during your studies. Internet has become pervasive only thanks to optical
fibers. Students will learn to design, implement, and manage telecommunications systems using voice and
data. Current systems for air pollution monitoring have very poor spatial resolution, and do not reflect actual
exposures experienced by individuals. The increasing amount of power consumed by Internet routers is
becoming a serious concern for router manufacturers and Internet Service Providers ISPs alike.


